
Pain Management Meditation 
1. Relax (as much as possible given your circumstances) 

a. Settle into your posture – straight back, tucked chin etc. 

i. Slowly and gently, mentally scan through your body, crown of 

the head to the tip of the toes, consciously relaxing those areas 

where you carry tension 

b. Settle your mind –try not to “stick” or fixate on your thoughts, just let 

them be, arising and dissolving naturally like waves on the sea. 

i. Bring your attention to breath awareness – let your focus ride 

on the breath in order to tie you to the present moment 

2. Locate the area of strongest discomfort and/or pain – pay attention in a 

very specific way; this is more direct than every day noticing, “it hurts.” 

a. Mentally draw a border around the pain     

 - you can either imagine that this border contains the 

 discomfort or just watch the border and notice how it shifts 

 slightly in each moment, not as solid as it initially seems… 

b. Now move your focus within that border    

 - like an explorer investigating new land. This diving into the 

 pain, rather than avoiding it, can help the pain become more 

 like “mere experience/sensation,” rather than “bad”  

c. Start labeling the sensations of pain      

 – do this until your mind, at least slightly, lets go  

  – investigate until you stop resisting the pain as much… 

i. Dull pain or sharp pain? Is it pulsing and throbbing pain? 

ii. Is it a cold pain or a hot pain…between…neither? 

iii. If the pain had a colour, what colour would it be? 

iv. If the pain were a musical instrument being played out of key, 

what kind of instrument would it be? 

1. A child pounding on a piano? Scratching on a violin? 

v. Is it continuous, identical pain in each second or does it move?  

3. Now finish with body relaxation with a special emphasis on “breathing 

through” the areas of illness/pain – not avoiding. Imagine as you breath in 

and up through your crown and all the way down through and out your toes 

that the pain breaks up, disperses and exits out of you, dissolving into space. 


